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MRI and Cardiac Implantable Electronic Devices
• Number of patients fitted with cardiac implantable electronic devices
(CIED) is growing
• Large percentage will require an MRI scan over their lifetime
• In the past, CIEDs have been considered an absolute contraindication
to MRI

MRI and Cardiac Implantable Electronic Devices
• However, recent studies have shown that, if strict screening, safety
and monitoring procedures are followed, legacy non MR Conditional
CIEDs can also be scanned with minimal risks to the patient

New England Journal of Medicine, 2017

New England Journal of Medicine, 2017

Heart Rhythm, 2017

Heart, 2015

General MRI Safety Risks

Components of an MRI Scanner

Source
Static main magnetic field B0

Time-varying magnetic field gradients

Radiofrequency (RF) pulses
Transmit coil
Body or T/R local coil

Perturbed net spin
magnetisation

• Magnetic fields ~ 50,000 - 100 000
× stronger than the earth’s
• Always on!

• Linear magnetic field gradient are
used to encode the MR signal

Receive coil
Body or local coil

Safety risks

Static Magnetic field
B 0 field (1T, 1.5T, 3T, …)

- Projectile or “missile” effect
- Displacement and torque effects
- Device disruption
- Bioeffects

Radiofrequency (RF) pulses
B 1 field
Amplitude~ μT, MHz frequency range

- Tissue heating, Burns
- Medical device heating and disruption
- Interference with equipment (monitoring systems) and
devices

Time varying Gradient Magnetic Field
G x,y,z gradients.
Strength (mT/m) and slew rate (mT/m/ms) scanner
dependent

- Peripheral nerve stimulation (PNS)
- Acoustic noise
- Interference with equipments and devices

Cryogens
Liquid Helium at -269 oC (4 K)

- Burns
- Asphyxia
- Hypothermia

Gadolinium Based Contrast Agents

-Nephrogenic Systemic Fibrosis (NFS)

Affect CIEDs
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MRI Safety Terminology for Implants and Devices

MRI Safety Terminology for Implants and Devices
• The development of MR Conditional CIEDs (2008) has made
MRI scans safe to use

• Any device/implant falls
into one of these three
categories

• Condition of use include:
− The type of device

• Generator + Leads type
• Programming modes and parameters,
• Time since implantation,…

• No CIED is MR Safe

− The MRI environment

• An MR Conditional
device can be safely
scanned if conditions
defined by the
manufacturer are met

•
•
•
•
•
•

Type of magnet, maximum value of field strength
Spatial magnetic field gradient
Time varying magnetic field gradients
Type of imaging sequence, induced heating
Imaged body part
Type of imaging coils used, …

Main Magnetic Field
• The static magnetic field B0 (mainly 1.5T or 3T on clinical scanners) is
one of the main sources of danger
• Strong attractive force exerted on ferromagnetic objects

Potential Risks of CIEDs in the
MRI Environment

− “Projectile effect”

• Additionally, a device can experience a torque (rotational forces) to
align it with the direction of B0
Magnetic field B0

Associated Risks:
• Device motion, vibration and displacement

Static Field Characteristics

Main Magnetic Field

• Attractive forces depend on the ferromagnetic content of the device
− High ferromagnetic content ➜ higher risk
10
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− Rate of change of the static magnetic field within and around the magnet
Side view of the magnet

In the following we show a plot representing the 0.5 T, 1 T, and 1.5 T iso-magnetic contours at positions accessible to and relevant for the MR worker as far as the static magnetic
field in the isocenter exceeds any of these values.

Top view of the magnet
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− Force highest at the bore entrance

• However, torque is proportional to the static field strength

• An important parameter is the spatial magnetic field gradient
8

• Attractive forces are proportional to the spatial gradient of the static field

− Torque largest at the centre of the magnet bore

• Both forces depend on the ferromagnetic/paramagnetic content of the
device
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• MR conditional devices are designed with reduced ferromagnetic content
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⊗: At this location, the value of the magnetic field Bo is greatest.

The iso-magnetic contour lines are accurate to a value better than 1%. There is very
little influence from the environment to the scanner. The graphic shows the cover in
nominal position. On a variety of scanners, the position can vary ±5 mm in the axial
direction. The maximum value therefore has a tolerance of ±10%, as small geometric
deviations can cause a significant change in the value.
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Main Magnetic Field

Main Magnetic Field Conditions

• Even for non MR Conditional pacemakers, these risks are less of an
issue for device post 2000 due to low ferromagnetic content

• Field strength and spatial magnetic field gradient are specified in the
conditions of use of MR Conditional devices

− Subcutaneous tissue fibrosis around the device
Luechinger, R et al, PACE 2001
2017 HRS expert consensus statement, Heart Rhythm

• Example:

• Reduction in device size throughout the years has sensibly diminished
potential risks

− Horizontal cylindrical bore magnet, clinical MRI systems with a static
magnetic field of 1.5 Tesla (T) must be used
− Maximum spatial magnetic field gradient of 750 G/cm

St. Jude Medical

Imaging Exclusion Zones

Reed Switch Malfunction

• An MR Conditional CIED does not always allow all
body parts to be scanned

• Strong magnetic fields can result in device malfunction
• For non MR Conditional devices, reed switches have been shown
to malfunction
• A reed switch is used to program devices

• MRI conditions usually also include possible
Exclusion Zones

− A small magnetic field is used to change device mode to asynchronous
pacing

• If an exclusion zone of an MR Conditional device is
imaged
− Device is used off-label
− Follow non MR Conditional safety protocols

Reed Switch Malfunction

Time-Varying Magnetic Field Gradients

MRI AND PACEMAKER REED SWITCH

the reed switch of the other device was closed,
provided that both devices had the same orientation. The reason for this observation was that the
reed switches of the devices were rotated 180 degrees against each other along the long axis of the
switch (as shown in the left two reed switches in
Figure 2B).

• Switch behaviour has been shown to be unpredictable depending on
orientation
− Unexpected switch opening or closure

Figure 2. Influence of reed switch orientation with
respect to the main magnetic field B0 switch state in a
magnetic field . 200 mT. (A) The light gray sectors
represent open switch orientations and the dark gray
sectors indicate closed reed switch orientations. (B) A
rotation of 180 degrees around the long axis of a switch
will invert the reed switch state.

Discussion
Since it is easily possible to initiate asynchronous pacing mode by application of a small
magnet, one would expect that an MRI scanner
that exerts much stronger magnetic fields would
also do the same. Closure of the reed switch at
magnetic field strengths used for clinical MRI at
0.5–1.5 T was generally expected in previously
Scheidegger,
M et studying
al, PACE 2002
published
reports
interactions between
pacemakers and MRI scanners.6,8 However, the recently reported study by Sommer et al.9 suggests
the possibility that pacemakers that initially convert into asynchronous pacing mode may fall back
to programmed pacing mode when positioned in
the bore of the magnet for MRI. The present study
confirms these findings and provides an explanation for such observations.
The following physical effects occur on a
pacemaker, and thus on the reed switch, when exposed to an external magnetic field (B0 ). The magnetic field induces magnetic dipoles (~ P and—P
as shown in Fig. 3) in the ferromagnetic reeds.
This magnetization depends on the magnetic field
in a highly nonlinear way. The magnetic dipoles
of the reeds interact with each other (attraction
force [FD ]) of two different poles ~ P and—P’).
This attracting force leads to a closed reed switch
in a lower magnetic field. In addition, each of the
reeds interacts with the external magnetic field B0 .
The force and torque effects of MRI scanners on
pacemakers and ICDs have been investigated previously by the authors.10 It can be expected that
these effects will also act on each of the two reeds.
The magnetic torque (T $ m @ B0 , with m $ magnetic moment of the dipole) tries to rotate a ferromagnetic material parallel to the magnetic field
(magnetic torque is shown in Fig. 3 with two pairs
of force vectors % FT and % F’T ). Furthermore, in
an inhomogeneous magnetic field a force (FF $
mÑB0 , with m $ magnetic moment of the dipole)
will act on each reed. The magnetic moment m is
equal for both reeds and FF will act in the same direction and does not influence the reed switch
state. Furthermore, in the isocenter of the MRI device the field has to be constant (ÑB $ 0). Therefore, the two forces (FF ) will be neglected for this
evaluation. In low external fields (, 50 mT), the
attracting force of the two dipoles is much
stronger than the forces induced by the torque ef-

• MRI sequences use magnetic
gradients to spatially encode
the imaged object
• Important scanner
parameters:
− Slew rate (up to 200 T/m/s)
− Maximum gradient strength
(such as 45 mT/m)

• Electronic solid-state Hall effect sensors have improved reliability
− Behave in a predictable manner

50% of all tested orientations, the reed switch remained open. Figure 2 shows different orientations of a reed switch with respect to the main
magnetic field and the observed state. In the
isocenter of all three scanners the reed showed the
same paradoxical opening.
The observations were not limited to positions along the central axis of the MRI device. At
other positions away from the central axis, taking
into account the possible changes in the orientation and strength of the magnetic field, no changes
in the described reed switch behavior could be observed.
By evaluation of the state of the reed switch
mounted in the pacemakers in the high magnetic
field, the orientation of the reed switch could be
identified. In both pacemakers the reed switches
were mounted in parallel to the connector block.
When the pacemaker case was opened, the expected reed switch orientation was observed indicating that the reed switch state is not being influenced from the other metallic components of the
pacemaker system. The reed switches seemed to
be oriented in the same way in both pacemakers,
but they showed opposite states. In other words,
when the reed switch of one pacemaker was open,
PACE, Vol. 25, No. 10

October 2002
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Time-varying Magnetic Field Gradients

Effects of EMI
• Interferences could be interpreted by a CIED as a real or missing heart
rhythm signal (oversensing, undersensing). EMIs can lead to:

• Rapidly switching gradients can
induce Electromagnetic
interference (EMI)
• Electrical currents and voltages can
be induced in conduction wires
− Device leads
− Generator

• Therapy inhibition
A pacemaker may be withhold pacing

406 ! A.N.E. ! October 2005 ! Vol. 10, No. 4 ! Gimbel, et al. ! Frequent Artifacts During MRI

− Pacing dependent patients

Table 1. MRI Indication, Region and Scan Type, ILR Status Post MR
Scanning Event
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Device

Indication

Reveal Plus
9526
Reveal Plus
9526

Head trauma

Reveal Plus
9526
Reveal Plus
9526
Reveal Plus
9526
Reveal Plus
9526
Reveal Plus
9526
Reveal Plus
9526
Reveal Plus
9526
Reveal Plus
9526
Reveal Plus
9526

Suspected brain mass

Scan Type
GE 1.5 T
Cranial
GE 1.5 T
Shoulder

Shoulder trauma

Confusion
Headache
Evaluation of multiple sclerosis
Suspected brain mass
Weakness
Left knee pain
Left leg pain
Suspected brain mass

GE 1.5 T
Cranial
GE 1.5 T
Lumbar-spine
GE 1.5 T
Cranial
GE 1.5 T
Cranial
GE 1.5 T
Cranial
GE 1.5 T
Cranial
GE 1.5 T
Knee
GE 1.5 T
Lumbar spine
GE 1.5 T
Cranial

• Innapropriate shocks
An ICD may interpret an interference as requiring an unnecessary
shock

Post-MRI ILR Status

Normal function
Artifact: none
Normal function
Artifact: Wide and narrow
complex tachycardias
Normal function
Artifact: none
Normal function
Artifact: SVT
Normal function
Artifact: CHB, SVT
Normal function
Artifact: SVT
Normal function
Artifact: none
Normal function
Artifact: SVT
Normal function
Artifact: none
Normal function
Artifact: asystole, SVT
Normal function
Artifact: SVT

MRI = magnetic resonance imaging; ILR = insertable loop recorder; T = Tesla; SVT = supraventricular tachycardia; CHB =
complete heart block; GE = General Electric, Corp.

DISCUSSION
Despite the incorporation of sophisticated electronic filters, implantable devices used for the treatment or monitoring of cardiac rhythms remain susceptible to performance degradation and record-

Effects of EMI

ing artifacts when exposed to various types of
electromagnetic interference,4,7–9 and in particular MRI.4,10–14 Specifically, deCock et al. demonstrated during an in vitro evaluation of the effects
of MRI on a Reveal Plus, the patient activator could
not effectively initiate a stored event during an

Effects of EMI

• EMI can cause a power-on-reset
• The device programming parameters go back to the factory
default
− Pacing could be inhibited
− Activation of antitachycardia therapy
High-frequency noise and noise response ventricular
pacing are noted on the bipolar ventricular channel from a
single-chamber pacemaker during MRI
Beinart R et al, Circulation 2013

• Device battery status and longevity affected
• Battery drain may also occur

Figure 1. Artifact mimicking narrow complex tachycardia. Marked signal attenuation mimicking complete heart block.
Artefact
mimicking
narrow
Both
occurred
during cranial
MR complex
scanning. tachycardia
Gimbel J et al, Annals of Noninvasive Electrocardiology 2005

Preventing EMI

Radiofrequency (RF) Pulses

Nazarian et al.

Page 14

• Electromagnetic interference can
be reduced by filtering the ECG
signal
NIH-PA Author Manuscript

• Very short RF pulses are used to disturb/tip the net spin magnetization
within a tissue
• RF pulse frequency is matched to the imaged nuclei (1H) at a given static
magnetic field

• In MR Conditional devices,
generators and circuitry are
shielded to minimize the effects of
interferences
NIH-PA Author Manuscript

• Better protection of the power
supply

− ~ 64 MHz at 1.5T
− ~ 128 MHz at 3T

• The body will absorb some of this energy ➜ Resistive heating
Figure 5.

Unfiltered and filtered
intracardiac electrograms
obtained
canine model
inside the MRI
Intracardiac
ECG signals
inviaa the
canine
model
scanner during GRE imaging. The tracings in each column are simultaneous. The electrogram
anright
MRatrium
scanner
gain across each row is constant. inside
RA indicates
catheter electrogram; His, His
catheter electrogram; RV, right ventricular catheter electrogram; A, atrial signal; H, His signal;
and V, ventricular signal.

• Heating generated by a sequence is measured by the Specific Absorption
Rate (SAR) in Watt/kg

Nazarian S et al, Circulation 2008

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

4
Circulation. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2010 February 23.
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SAR MODE for CIEDs

Leads Heating Effects
• Leads can act as antennae and concentrate RF energy
− Lead lengths (40 – 60 cm) comparable to MRI RF wavelengths

• Effect strongly associated to ratio of lead length to RF wavelength and
presence of loops and lead geometry
• High electrical currents can be induced ➜ heating
− Resistive effect

Normal Mode ( ≤ 2 W/kg) for all CIEDs
MHRA, Safety Guidelines for Magnetic Resonance Imaging Equipment in Clinical Use, March 2015

Leads Heating Effects

Leads Heating Effects
LANGMAN, ET AL.

• Potential risk of thermal injury by ohmic loss in myocardial tissue around
the tip
• Generated currents may lead to:

− Myocardial stimulation
− Temporary or permanent changes in impedance and thresholds
− Device malfunction and damage

• Abandoned and fractured leads, broken lead tips and lead loop
configurations may increase heating effects
− Epicardial lead tips not cooled by blood flow

Reducing Lead Heating Effects

Figure 1. For pacemaker leads 20–60 cm in length the RF-induced pacemaker lead tip heating is
shown for pacemaker-attached and abandoned capped pacemaker leads. Pacemaker leads that
are abandoned and capped heat significantly more than pacemaker-attached leads for clinically
relevant lead lengths (40–60 cm).

systematically compared RF-induced heating of
pacemaker-attached leads to abandoned capped
leads using an in vitro phantom. We reported
that abandoned capped pacing leads of clinically
relevant lengths (40–60 cm) exhibited more lead
tip heating than pacemaker-attached leads. The
relevant heating results for pacemaker-attached
and abandoned capped pacemaker leads are
shown in Figure 1 as a function of lead length.
While the temperature results from in vitro
testing conditions cannot be directly compared to
scenarios expected in vivo, our results show the
potential for substantially greater abandoned lead
tip heating. Additional research using computational modeling of in vitro and in vivo scenarios is
needed to augment our understanding of the risk
of both pacemaker-attached and abandoned leads
across the wide range of clinically relevant configurations. This research will help in the development of objective guidelines on the risks of scanning patients with abandoned pacemaker leads.
While the implant site of an abandoned lead
is no longer required to sense or deliver pacing
pulses, unintentional thermal damage to cardiac
tissue is never desirable. One of the first indications of thermal damage in normal functioning
leads is a change in the pacing capture threshold,
which cannot be measured in an abandoned lead.
Therefore, any thermal damage that does occur

1052

Summary of Potential Risks
September 2011

Static Magnetic field B0

• Limit the RF power used during imaging
− Reduce SAR level

Changes in lead design:
• Improvements to lead inner- and outer-coils structure
• Lead tip coating with polarization resistant material
• Use of heat-dissipating filters

Langman D et al, PACE 2011

may only be detectable if further complications
arise. Some comfort, however, is found in the fact
that the majority of abandoned lead tips are likely
lodged in scar tissue. Nonetheless, the clinical
risks associated with abandoned lead tip heating
remains undefined.
The increased risk of abandoned leads is also
a highly relevant topic due to the recent approval
of the Medtronic MR Conditional pacemaker
(Medtronic Inc., Minneapolis, MN, USA) and
lead by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
(FDA).25 The MR conditional distinction means
that the device poses no known hazards in a specified MRI environment. Under the terms of the FDA
approval, the B0 static field strength must be 1.5
Tesla, the gradient magnetic field (dB/dt) slew rate
must be less then 200 Tesla/m/s, and SAR must be
less then 2 W/kg. Additionally, the isocenter of
the MRI system cannot be located between the C1
and T12 vertebra during imaging, which may limit
image quality in the neck and chest. As part of
the safety considerations, a chest x-ray should be
used to check for the specific radio opaque marker
on the MR conditional pacemaker and leads; this
x-ray can also be used to confirm that there are no
abandoned pacemaker leads present. While this
new generation of pacemakers is still under the
restriction of MR Conditional scanning, they do
offer clinicians an assurance of safety far greater

Force, Torque
Patient discomfort, surrounding tissue
damage, device malfunction

PACE, Vol. 34

Time-varying gradients

✓

Vibration
Patient discomfort, device malfunction

✓

Induced currents/voltages
Induced VT, arrhythmia, pacing
inhibition

✓

Heating
Tissue damage, impedance and
threshold changes, loss of sensing
and/or pacing capture
Device malfunction
Device reset, mode changes, loss of
therapy, patient shocks

RF pulses

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓
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Conclusion
• Scanning of MR Conditional cardiac devices is safe if specified
conditions are followed
− Relatively straightforward
− Can be done at any MRI general imaging unit
− No reason to deny a patient an MRI examination

• Strong evidence from registries and clinical studies show that non MR
Conditional CIEDs can be scanned safely if strict clinical and scanning
protocols are observed
− Specialized centres

Conclusion
• There still exists a confusion about the used terminology and
determining scanning conditions
− Spatial static field gradient not always easy to check
− MR safety labelling

?

MR
Scanning Conditions Unknown.
Could be MR unsafe.

✗

←

?

Non MR Conditional
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